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Academic privileges that formed basis for the medieval university always were related to rhetoric that was used in dialogs between main political actors pertaining both to temporal and ecclesiastical powers 3 . In the late XII -XIII cc. the idea of studium, its foundation and destination of university corporation's activity was used by the Emperor and the Pope 4 , by the kings (especially on the Iberian peninsula 5 ) and bishops in their political proclamations and manifestations. Since the XIII c. this cumulative thesaurus of concepts, images and metaphors (closely connected with theories of the Civil and Church Law) was used by members of academic corporations to obtain a new status and new privileges -personal and collective. So diplomas and bulls that had reminded a battlefield became similar to an alchemic laboratory where rhetoric of one epoch revives and transmutes to real privileges and political situation in other time (and vice versa) .
This article is dedicated to the dialog between the university of Lisbon and the Papal curia in the first years of the Great Schism. It analyzes what were the strategies of the academic corporation and the Pontiff when they used traditional rhetoric in the new situation of the weak Papal authority during the short period when the kingdom of Portugal officially supported Anti-Pope of Avignon Clement VII (1378) (1379) (1380) (1381) (1382) (1383) (1384) (1385) (1386) (1387) (1388) (1389) (1390) (1391) (1392) (1393) (1394) . So the elements of new understanding of the social, cultural and political phenomenon of university could be observed in the Curial documents.
In the bulls that were sent to the Iberian sovereigns we can see how unstable was the Papal authority on the eve of the Great Schism. For example in 1376 Gregory XI (1370-1378) asked monarchs of Portugal and the Crown of Aragon for a considerable credit because of his return to Italy and the start of military confrontation 6 . In such context it is remarkable that King Ferdinand I of Portugal (d. 1383) neither petitioned the Pope for a confirmatory bull for his accession to the throne in 1367 nor asked for pontifical admission before the forth removal of the Portuguese university from Coimbra to Lisbon in 1377 (unlike he did in previous similar cases of 1308, 1338 and probably 1354) 7 . Similarly, in the Cortes of Lisbon (1371) We should allow for this political situation when analyzing three bulls of Gregory XI (granted on 2 October, 1377 in Anagni shortly before Papal return to Rome) 10 . As far as we can see, the main aim of the petitioning Portuguese university was a confirmation of its authority for graduation. In the earlier solemn bulls (the late XIII -early XIV cc.) in spite of the official use of the term "studium generale" the Popes never confirmed its status and authority de jure 11 . The glossators' and postglossators' works (along with the Second Partida of Alfonso X the Wise of Castile 12 ) contained some considerations on the status of universities and (sometimes controversial) definitions of the "studium generale"
13 . However as we can assume basing on the Portuguese university's solemn bulls its practical Curial use did not presuppose any prescribed list of obligatory conditions 14 (including official graduations and jus ubisque docendi for graduates 15 ).
In conditions of such vague legal tradition by the middle of the XIV c. the Roman curia attached bigger importance to the glory of the higher school in the Christian world and moral quantities of its students. Therefore in the bull of 1377 Gregory XI addressed to the Portuguese studium the following passage: "we receive reliable testimonies that the University of Lisbon flourishes with science, is filled with virtues and brings up great number of students" 16 . The mention of testimonies could be borrowed from the petition but such rhetoric runs through the entire text of the bull. We can observe it in the fragment dedicated to the university's authority for graduation: "…in order that after their due labors, after numerous efforts, after diligent lectures and multiple sleepless nights that almost always are grades of the ascent to the sweetest fruits of the science ([that is] the hearty aliment of virtue), looking for insignias that inspire worthy scholars and encourage in study, the students may embellish themselves with them [insignias], -we command with the Apostolic authority that in the mentioned university on every licit faculty licenses for doctors and masters and insignia of bachelors should be conferred, granted and issued to the deserving and meriting scholars according to the ceremonies and customs that are observed on similar occasions" 17 .
The Pope emphasized the role of ceremonies that became an integral part of the university idea: they were transmitted from attributes of permitted communities (e.g. universitates) 18 to the "studium generale". And in the privilege of the university status that should be based on his authority he appealed to the traditions -as we can suppose -owned by the well-known "model" university corporations: Paris and Bologna.
Those terminological and legal conditions of the curial correspondence related to the university of Lisbon on the eve of the Great Schism influenced on the later rhetoric of Portuguese professors and students in their dialogue with the Apostolic See, especially in the roll of petitions of 1378-1380 19 . The both pretenders were looking for support among powerful sovereigns -and other authoritative actors including academic communities 20 .
The Portuguese university corporation took advantage of this situation that derives from three rolls of petitions sent to Avignon to Antipope Clement VII: by King Fernando 21 , by Bishop of Lisbon Martinho of Zamora (1379/80-1383) 22 and by the rector of the university corporation 23 . These documents were dated 1378, but Martinho, who was an ardent adherent of the Avingon pontiff, obtained the diocese of Lisbon only on February 1379 (or even later) and the king supported the AntiPope only in the beginning of 1380 24 . As we can suppose, the older date should confirm earlier initiation for petitioned benefices and commends, and therolls were sent in 1380 (though some supplications could be prepared in 1378 or earlier) 25 . The roll of Infant John, master of Avis (king of Portugal in 1385-1433) was dated February, 29 1380 26 and probably was summited soon after the Portuguese ambassador's list of petitions (June, 2 1380) 27 . We should take in consideration that submission of these rolls (including the rector's roll that is analyzed in this 6 article) was realized by the Portuguese temporal and Church sovereigns as a regular procedure. Thus, the Portuguese king sent the next list of petitions already on June 13, 1380
28 .
The university corporation directly says in its rector's roll that petitions were not sent earlier because of the king's neutrality in the Schism 29 . Ferdinand lingered his answer explaining that this question was outside his temporal authority. At the same time it was obvious that the pretenders needed financial and political support of Portugal and the Crown of Aragon 30 . Ferdinand's first official decision was made in 1380 on the assumption of political conjuncture. So from January, 1380 to August, 1381 during the period of long negotiations about a project of political alliance of Portugal and France there was the Clementist time of the Portuguese Church (and university). But after the failure of this project the king decided to renew the alliance with England (August, 1381) -and the kingdom of Portugal supported Roman Pope Urban IV (1378-1389) 31 . It enabled Ferdinand to start a new war with Castile that subordinated the claimant of Avignon (1381-1382; one of so-called Guerras fernandinas). Later the Schism remained an important part of Iberian political rhetoric, for example during the Portuguese interregnum of 1383-1385 32 .
We cannot be sure if the university of Lisbon was an independent actor in the international discussions about the Schism. R.N. Swanson suggests that in spite of the sent petitions most members of the Portuguese academic corporation did not give its active support to Clement VI -and this consistent position was openly demonstrated when the Master of Avis obtained the crown 33 . But it seems more important to observe how Portuguese professors and students found pragmatic ways for consolidation of their legal and social status using political and religious struggles. Other Iberian studia generalia used this possibility as well: in 1378 the universities of Perpignan (that was re-established at the same time) and Lleida sent their own rolls of petitions to Clement VII 34 . We do not know if there were any staunch "Urbanists" or "Clementists" in the University of Lisbon. Anyway the rector of the university corporation found practical argumentation for the AntiPope. His roll of petitions includes a solemn preamble along with the list of candidates for the benefices. Though texts of rolls were often adopted to the stilus 7 curiae before copying to the Register of suppliсae 35 (the originals of the Portuguese rotuli did not survive), we can be sure that the unusual for the current type of documents 36 preamble was composed in Portugal.
Naturally, the leading idea of this text was the reduction of the Schism. The corporation and its rector wrote that according to the natural reason "everything strives for its similar", so they firmly believed that God constituted His Vicar who was "not dissimilar but appropriate" for Him. And this true pontiff's reign would be a redemption of their people and would not permit the lost sheep to decline in the Schism 37 . Authors of the roll underlined that the studium was subordinate directly to the Pope writing "in dicto vestro Studio" 38 . After that they passed to request for new grants and privileges. In their rhetoric 39 the clemency (clementia, transparent allusion to the pretender's name and one of cardinal virtues) should be conjunct with the liberality (liberalitas). We can suppose that this conjunction was based on the beginning of the Fifth book of Valerius Maximus' Facta et dicta memorabilia 40 . At the same time the conception of clemency should be considered as a part of divine virtus (according to Augustine' and later tradition 41 from the first passage of the preamble it corresponds to the likeness to the Lord) and the liberality -as an attribute of nobleman and temporal sovereign 42 . So authors of these petitions tried to mark their place in the European political space. In fact, with the liberality (of grants) the Antipope should confirm his similarity to God and thereby his own divine authority. After this significant passage the petitioners noted 43 that all the grants were needed for the "pearl of science" 44 that was demonstrated not only as a center of temporal wisdom but also as an integral part of the Church (using a paraphrase of the Psalm 125) 45 . Such integration was emphasized with the traditional comparison between the sages (and respectively, their corporation) and the wall of warriors that defends the Faith world from heresies -it goes without saying that this passage seemed urgent in the time of the Schism. This rhetoric topos was used in the Curial documents related to the universities at least since the Honorius III's famous bull Super specula addressed to the Parisian university in 1219 46 . But we should notice that in the observed case it was rather unfounded: the University of Lisbon did not have permission for the faculty of Theology. So juridical studium appropriated different types of rhetoric mostly in its dialog with the pretender from Avignon.
In the preamble of the rector's roll grants and benefits for the university corporation (and for its members personally) were considered as a necessary attribute of the Papal power, i.e. an approval of the roll of petition could be interpreted as a part of Clement VII's legitimation (at least for the territory of the Portuguese kingdom). So the studium generale of Lisbon bracketed itself with the most famous European schools, its significance of "regional" university founded and supported by the king was supplemented with the image of "glorius" center of science. Because of the urgent problem of legitimation (including legal procedures) the temporal and ecclesiastical powers paid great attention to the expert opinion of the most famous universities 47 . Some monarchs (including Ferdinand I of Portugal) proposed to convene a council of juris periti who could choose the true Apostle Peter's successor in terms of the Common Law.
Such rhetorical tactics of the Portuguese university were successful: by the Papal order all the petitions of the roll were approved (clerics without academic degree should be benefited if there were no other sufficient candidates) 48 . At the same time we cannot be sure if all these personal nominations and grants were realized, especially in view of the soon return of the kingdom to Urban IV. During all the observed period there were two nominal bishops of gave them just an instrument for the future litigations without guaranty) and the whole academic community strengthened its position with this roll.
If suggestion about the rolls submitted at the beginning of June, 1380 is true, it seems logical that the petition dedicated to the main of the university corporation itself, authority for graduation, was given at the same time and was favored with an Apostolic answer, the bull In Superne dignitatis (June, 7 1380) 51 . The petitioners were the bishop of Lisbon and the king of Portugal 52 . The Anti-pope sent this bull as an order to ensure the rents of the University to the bishop of Lisbon and the dean of Coimbra 53 .
The bull In Superne dignitatis is a controversial document. Along with the official approval of the grades conferred in Lisbon it formally proclaimed the foundation of the new Studium generale in this city at the place of an old studium particulare. The second term was known since the middle of the XIII c. as a non-privileged opposite to the Studium generale and by the middle of the XIV c. was still discussed in the works of Batolus from Sassoferrato (1313-1357) and other Italian postglossators 54 . But it was hardly ever applied to any real institution.
In the case of the Portuguese university we can suppose intentional misunderstanding. The idea of good location and attraction of Lisbon noted by curial authors of the bull corresponds with traditional idea of the studium as a privilege of the whole city 55 , but it leads to the juridical contradiction: in this context studium generale could be interpreted as a "school" of civitas (e.g. center of diocese), and studium particuilare as a school of any other town or settlement 56 . However the Papal Curia did not give renewed status to the existing schools of Lisbon (as it was supposed in the petition 57 ) and preferred to initiate a new studium 58 . Describing activity of the "future" university the bull mentioned "fidei cultus" along with "iustitia" 59 and later it directly named the Faculty of Theology (that was not established in the university of Lisbon until 1400). Hereby we can suppose the use of other "studium generale" concept: the Pope founded the new (and main) faculty that pretended to change the status of the whole studium. But by such "foundation" Clement VII cast doubt to the corporation legal continuity, and consequently earlier privileges of the university (when it was studium particulare according to the bull) could be contested. For example this controversy could be used in litigations connected to the university corporative possession of benefices. The proclaimed "foundation" seems to be a kind of political manifestation. As P. Nardi states during the Avignon period the founding and approval (or rejection) of universities was used by Emperors as an instrument of political struggle with the power of the Church 60 . After 1377 such foundations became instruments of the new struggle -between the Pope and the Antipope expecting to reinforce their control over certain territories.
We can observe other kind of argumentation related to this process in the preamble of the bull. In spite of real circumstances it presupposes that scholars from all the Christian world would direct their steps towards Lisbon and underlines that it was the Pope only who assured access for every person wanting to come to the studium litterarum, 61 . As we can see by 1380 such "global" status already was an integral part of the "studium generale" changing concept. It was oriented to model of the Authentic Habita (1155) 62 . This privilege of Frederic I Barbarossa assured safe passage to the men who were going to the studium. It was included in the Corpus Juris Civilis and became a pattern for all the sovereigns that pretended to proclaim their power over certain land (as the Emperor proclaimed it over all the Universe). So the emphasis on the "universal" character of the "new" studium aimed at proclaiming and strengthening Clement VII's power.
Certain elements that should strengthen the authority of the Avignon Pope were included even in the main grant of the bull. After the detailed description of the examination procedure the bull stated that all the grades should be certified by Bishop Martinho, the main Clementist of the kingdom. Though the chancellor (who usually was a bishop) authorizing the graduation was a traditional actor in legal documents of "model" studia generalia (especially Paris), this office was not mentioned in privileges and statutes of the Portuguese university since the late XIII c. As we can suppose, because of numerous removals there was no firm institutional relation between the academic corporation and the bishop of Lisbon or Coimbra 63 . Therefore the possibility of realization of all the procedure described in the bull stays dubious.
On the one hand, the Schism was a great danger for universities because it destroyed the unity of the Christian world and thereafter eliminated the jus ubisque docendi. On the other hand, it gave new political possibilities to the universities, especially to the schools that did not have glory, as it is demonstrated in our case. The observed dialog of bulls and petitions of the university of Lisbon should be characterized as a process of so-called "reversed legitimation". Only the true Pope could charter and assure a university status, and every true king should protect the juris periti. Thus, the rhetoric of the documents dedicated to the granted privileges of the Portuguese university assumed a character of an open polemic. The argumentation related to the image of the true authority as a founder and a patron of the studium was used by the clerics in dialog with the king during the Cortes and by the king himself while negotiating with the pretenders to the Holy See. Clement VII and his curia tried to extend papal influence for Portugal using special rhetoric and combination of juridical conceptions in the bull In Superne dignitatis.
The most of observed documents were not included in the corpus of the university corporation law, we cannot find their copies in its cartulary (known as the Green book) or any references to them in judicial documents of the Portuguese Studium generale either. The rhetoric of observed documents influenced conceptions of the university status used in Portugal. Thesaurus of such argumentation was rich: it contained images of the university as a key institution for the both, church (as a "defender of the faith") and temporal (as "fundamentals of the justice") authorities. Unfortunately we do not know if it continued to use observed argumentation in petitions sent to Urban IV (this type of documentation from his pontificate did not survive 64 ), but in the later diplomas we can observe how the Portuguese university corporation tried to manoeuvre between two powers during all the XIV c.
In the curial documents of 1377-1380 we can see how the conceptual gap between university as a corporation (universitas) and university as a privileged center of knowledge (Studium) was disappearing in the legal practice. By the end of the century the same process became evident both in the Common Law and in the corpuses of the corporation privileges. A very important direction for the future investigation can be the question on how those conceptual changes influenced the 12 political rhetoric of the universities at the end of the Great Schism, especially during the Council of Constance (1414 Constance ( -1418 
